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About Kreatize

_ KREATIZE was founded in 2015 by Simon Tüchelmann (CEO) and Daniel A. 
Garcia Rodriguez (CTO) to help companies with smart purchasing solutions. Their 
way: They created a platform that digitizes the way custom parts are manufac-
tured and ordered, to bring more agility into the world of manufacturing. Today, 
40 KREATORS in Berlin, Balingen and Wroclaw (Poland) are committed every day 
to making the design and manufacture of parts as simple and smooth as possible. 

Our ultimate goal
KREATIZE drives innovations that change the world. We offer our customers the 
 opportunity to innovate, design great products sustainably, and bring them to 
 market quickly. 

What drives us
We are changing the world of manufacturing, true to our mission: “manufacturing 
the world loves”, because we believe in a digital and agile European  manufacturing  
world.
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Introduction:  
Big Shifts in Manufacturing

_ The 4th industrial revolution is well underway.
With the gap between the digital, physical, and biological worlds shrinking, break-
through technologies including AI/ML, robotics, computing, the Internet of Things 
(IoT) and 3D printing are evolving at an exponential pace to radically  affect how 
we live and work.

Manufacturing performance capabilities and capacities are no exception. The 
 velocity, scope, and impact of this fourth revolution are distinct, and are acceler-
ating the innovation of entire production systems.

This paper focuses on cloud manufacturing, the technology that’s shaping the 
future of production, and amplifying all other new technologies in the manufac-
turing space. It explores the academic research and business implementation of 
cloud manufacturing’s single-source operations that eliminate disparate tools and 
data silos. The paper also discusses the hurdles and hesitancy companies may 
experience in adopting the technology. Finally, it summarises how, as an entirely 
new paradigm, cloud manufacturing will become central to the efficient and agile 
operations of next generation hardware companies.

By developing institutional knowledge and incorporating the agility and innova-
tion available with new technologies, companies are positioned to make better 
strategic decisions for more accessible, transparent, and affordable operations.

Among these advances, manufacturers already recognize that cloud manufac-
turing will have a significant impact on their businesses. Early adoption of this 
technology will ensure the competitive advantage of faster production with lower 
costs and establish their position and business success.
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Cloud Manufacturing:  
Emerging from the Cloud Computing 
Revolution

_ To understand how cloud manufacturing will change the way most hardware 
companies conduct business, it is useful to look at the influence cloud technolo-
gies have had, specifically on the computer industry.

The computer industry was the first to be disrupted by the cloud. Rocked by the 
influx of technologies such as AI, Big Data, IoT and ML, it increasingly directed its 
efforts toward cloud platforms, with its businesses able to hone their digital strat-
egies, expand their core services on demand, and reduce investments on large 
scale infrastructure.

Once a priority only for early adopters and cutting-edge enterprises, cloud com-
puting and its use of network hosted servers can carry out tasks including stor-
age, processing, and data management. Mainstream today, the cloud impacts 
much of our daily tasks and services, from shared files and commands to Alexa.

Propelled by this same digitization, manufacturing, like all other industries, is 
evolving at an exponential pace. One important pillar is cloud manufacturing. 
Based on the principles of cloud computing, cloud manufacturing is an integrated 
and interconnected virtualized network of manufacturing resources and capabil-
ities. It allows for on-demand access to manufacturing services with a pay-  per-
use pricing model. Cloud manufacturing frees hardware businesses from having 
to purchase, maintain and repair on-site machinery.
 
Reflecting on cloud manufacturing’s development since inception, Daniel Stock, 
Group Leader from IT Architecture for Digital Production at Fraunhofer IPA, ob-
serves, “We are now able to derive manufacturing requirements automatically, 
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based on construction data and CAD files, and these are data driven.”
“Cloud manufacturing has been extended by these data driven technologies,” 
Stock says.
“And today, it’s not only about resources, but services and processes, and  creating 
new services as well.”

““And today, it’s not only about resources,  
but services and processes, and creating new  

services as well.”
  

Cloud manufacturing covers all aspects of the hardware product life cycle  
including the Concept Phase, Prototype phase, Engineering validation and  testing 
(EVT), Design validation and testing (DVT), Production validation and testing (PVT) 
as well as Ramp up and build at rate. As a result, hardware companies can be 
 serviced at every stage of the production process and easily adjust orders based 
on demand changes. “Nowadays,” Stock continues, “we can create complete eco-
systems, not only to provide production resources, but services such as traceabil-
ity and data generation.” 

Cloud manufacturing is already providing companies with access to core manu-
facturing services such as CNC turning, CNC milling, 3D-printing, and sheet- 
metal laser-cutting, with new sectors being serviced every day. 

As with so many technological advancements, the concept of cloud manufac-
turing was originally explored in theoretical research; investigating how digital 
technology can enable on demand manufacturing services. Before looking at the 
business implications of cloud manufacturing, it is useful to get an overview of 
the technology’s continuing evolution in the academic sphere.

More informations: https://kreatize.com/content/whitepaper-product-development
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In Theory:  
The academic evolution of the cloud 
manufacturing business model

_ Academics describe cloud manufacturing as a paradigm that allows for 
manufacturing to be a service business.

First discussed by Beihang University professors Bo Hu Li and Lin Zhang, in their 
2009 paper, “Cloud Manufacturing: A New Service-Oriented Networked Manu-
facturing Model,” the concept of cloud manufacturing was defined and presented 
as a solution to overcoming application impediments through the development of 
networked manufacturing.

““Cloud Manufacturing: A New Service-Oriented 
Networked Manufacturing Model”

  

Following the analysis of various technologies including cloud computing, inter-
net of things, and high-performance computing, Bo and Lin borrowed from the 
principles of cloud computing to describe cloud manufacturing as an entirely 
new service-oriented manufacturing model. 

Since its emergence as a concept, hundreds of academic papers have been gen-
erated on cloud manufacturing. Delving into its theoretical foundations, one of the 
earliest English language papers on cloud manufacturing was “Cloud  Computing 
to Cloud Manufacturing,” from Dr. Xun Xu of the University of Auckland.
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In an interview with KREATIZE, Xun explained his two classifications of cloud 
manu facturing with type one as manufacturing and other related processes that 
can benefit from cloud computing technologies. “Processes that can benefit by 
running from a cloud to enhance connectivity and facilitate collaboration.”

He describes the second type of cloud manufacturing as more ambitious—and 
more beneficial—the true sense of cloud manufacturing.
“It treats manufacturing resources and capabilities like cloud computing resourc-
es to create a service-oriented manufacturing scenario with all the resources 
and capabilities provisioned in the cloud—be it design, analysis, manufacturing, 
or testing. This allows other users to purchase them as a service for their specific 
needs. Hence, the essence of cloud manufacturing is the concept of Manufactur-
ing as a Service (MaaS).”

Cloud manufacturing service platforms enable companies to manufacture 
without large capital investments or costly in-house expertise. 

“Processes that can  benefit by 
running from a cloud to enhance 

 connectivity and  facilitate  
collaboration.”

“… in the cloud—be it design,  
analysis, manufacturing,  

or testing.”

Manufacturing as a Service (MaaS)
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Further Academic Research
With much of the cloud manufacturing concept born in academia, clues to its 
practical future can be extrapolated from the pulse of additional research in the 
field. Several areas are being examined to accelerate implementation by easing 
bottlenecks for faster progress and more effective adoption.

According to Xun, more research is needed in developing and implementing 
 robust cloud infrastructure. “One of the key and urgent issues we need to address 
is how the actual hardware products, e.g., machine tools, can be more readily 
provisioned as a service in the cloud. This requires a standardized “servitization” 
process, and machines connected to the cloud,” he adds.

Servitization is central for MaaS and encompasses all the key components and 
concepts of a manufacturing process in broad terms, one of which being Quality 
of Service (QoS). “A good QoS will give confidence to potential service consum-
ers,” says Xun.

For cloud manufacturing to function effectively, cloud platform services must be 
kept up to date in terms of availability and reliability, with, for example, real-time 
connections to the on-site factory equipment, e.g., machine tools. “Some early 
work has been done with 3D printers,” explained Xun. “An additive manufacturing 
process is a relatively short and lean process and 3D printers can be easily con-
nected and monitored. That’s why 3D printers are among the earliest manufactur-
ing resources being offered in the cloud. Shapeways is a good example of such 
an effort.”

And while academic research on macro topics such as future trends continue, 
Lin Zhang, also director of Beihang University’s Cloud Manufacturing Center, and 
a pioneer in the concept of cloud manufacturing, is adapting the cloud comput-
ing philosophy for expanded use in the manufacturing industry. Interviewed from 
Beihang, Lin explained “Cloud computing provides a new business model. It inte-
grates computer resources into a cloud for customers to use on demand and was 
the inspiration for the original idea of cloud manufacturing.”
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““Cloud manufacturing is not a simple  
application like computing …”

  

Despite the attractiveness of the technology, gaps remain across industries to 
enable mass adoption. “Cloud manufacturing is not a simple application like 
computing,” Lin continued. “The manufacturing environment is more dynamic 
and more complicated. There is equipment to be cared for with a lot of different 
hardware. To make manufacturing processes more automatic or intelligent, we 
still have fundamental research to do.”

Lin’s most recent investigations focus on the credibility of services. “Companies 
that want to move to the cloud have a bottleneck problem,” explains Lin. “Manu-
facturers require predictable and dependable services. The conventional model 
of organizing a supply partner can take a long time with many phone calls and 
site visits. In cloud manufacturing, new services are coming online every day. 
You don’t have time to get to know the suppliers. This sets up the challenge of 
guaran teeing service dependability,” he says.

First movers among intermediary manufacturing services platforms are already 
using advanced software and cloud manufacturing technology to  empirically 
prove academic questions with real life solutions—including accountability. As 
 Simon Tuechelmann, co-founder, and CEO of KREATIZE explains, “The contrac-
tual partner—the intermediary platform—maintains and secures the cloud as well 
as selecting and auditing the suppliers.” In doing so, he continues, “all principal 
agent problems between the customer and the supplier are eliminated.”
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Hurdles and Hesitancy:  
Inertia in Embracing Cloud  
Manufacturing Persists 

_ The rapidly evolving needs of hardware companies, competition, and tech-
nological advancements are making most traditional manufacturing operations 
unsustainable. Despite its transformative business value however, hesitancy—if 
not outright resistance—to cloud manufacturing persists. 

As discussed, issues around overall vendor accountability continue with many 
perspective users: “Reliability of services is the most essential part of cloud man-
ufacturing,” says Tuechelmann. “Otherwise, no customer will return to the cloud, 
even if they are saving money.”

Additionally, while manufacturing companies may be quick to acknowledge their 
future is in cloud manufacturing, efforts to innovate functionality and  digitally 
reconfigure their supply chains have been slow. Another notable reason for 
 thwarted adoption appears to be a lack of information, irrespective of awareness. 
Many manufacturing leaders, especially in legacy companies, hold tightly to tra-
dition and are culturally conservative when it comes to change. And while it is 
understandable that manufacturers are concerned about foregoing their existing 
systems, they are not considering the disadvantages of continuing to use them. 

On the other hand, for manufacturing industries with requirements often mandat-
ed and monitored by regulatory agencies, the use of cloud manufacturing tech-
nology may be limited. These include automotive, with its high-volume output and 
need for onsite machine parks, and medical manufacturing and aerospace, both 
requiring full transparency in material and parts procurement, as well as on-site 
manufacturing auditing.
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Despite the characteristic starts and stops of its evolutionary shift, hardware- 
focused industries are being disrupted by the revolutionary abilities of cloud 
 computing. The future of production will depend on cost effective, sustainable, 
and customized services delivered by digitally configured supply chains. 
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In Practice:  
Cloud Manufacturing’s Evolutionary 
Arrival to Business 

_ In a blog post titled ‘The Data Center is Dead’, Gartner Research VP, Dave 
Cappuccio, suggests that 80 per cent of companies will have shut down their 
traditional data centers by 2025. Cloud services, the IoT, and other innovations 
mean the traditional on-premises data center will have limited advantages in the 
future, the analyst firm explained. 

Cloud computing has changed business forever. Thus far, its greatest impact has 
been in the massive cost cuts companies have experienced. The ability to pay as 
you go for services has meant that any business can access the best technology 
with no upfront investment required. Such a development goes a long way in ex-
plaining the thriving start-up and scale-up scenes. 

Similarly, the responsive and supportive services of cloud manufacturing plat-
forms enable businesses to accelerate innovation and ensure smooth realiza-
tion whilst reducing dependency on in-house resources such as large IT depart-
ments, as well as external consultancies.

With its plug and play solution, cloud manufacturing cuts out the headache of 
 understanding, implementing, and supporting new layers of integration, customi-
zation, and configuration of internal data infrastructure. Combined, the cloud pro-
vides a level of agility to businesses that was previously only accessible with the 
privilege of investment. Now, armed with an idea and a credit card, a business 
can be born in minutes—using exactly the same services as a multi-national com-
petitor.

And it’s completely revolutionizing the business world.

More informations: https://www.wevolver.com/article/the-cloud-is-disrupting-manufacturing-and-its-only-just-the-beginning

More informations: https://blogs.gartner.com/david_cappuccio/2018/07/26/the-data-center-is-dead
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From Wherever and Whenever: 
Cloud Manufacturing and the Next 
Generation of Hardware Companies

_ Having discussed its concept and practices, it is safe to say cloud manufac-
turing is bringing the next generation of hardware companies ever closer. 

Until now, manufacturing companies purchased machines, maintained them, and 
employed armies of procurement and manufacturing specialists to build every 
component of their hardware product. Going forward, most hardware companies 
will be lighter, no longer relying on outdated and cumbersome procurement and 
maintenance methods by effectively having fewer physical assets to operate.

Enabling the connectivity required for supply chain participants (customers and 
suppliers), cloud manufacturing platforms will make hardware companies lean-
er by providing access to timely and informed business and operations data— 
wherever, whenever, and from any device.

With the responsibility to manage scalability on the cloud manufacturing plat-
form, businesses can quickly and easily turn on new facilities and support market 
fluctuations, thus lowering the barrier for getting hardware products out.
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Covering the Entire Manufacturing Process
“Hardware companies will increasingly place more orders on cloud manufacturing 
platforms,” predicts Beihang University’s Lin. “They will use more of its services 
and applications to cover all activities involved in manufacturing, beginning with 
the design and optimisation of their products. 

“Identifying reliable partner manufacturers will also become much easier”, Lin says, 
emphasizing the flexible supply networks and services provided by cloud manufac-
turing. “This gives next generation hardware companies their competitive edge: a 
stronger ability to customize manufacturing to better meet different demands.”  

The shift toward a less asset-based model has been in play for some time, with 
hardware companies beginning to explore different ways of cutting these costs 
by working with outside service providers. In fact, many companies, including 
some of the biggest and most reputable consumer electronic companies, have 
completely outsourced their manufacturing processes to third-party companies. 
Rather than concentrating on heavy investments in machines and inhouse manu-
facturing processes, their focus has shifted more to design, product development 
and marketing. 
“Some are not manufacturing at all anymore,” emphasises Thomas  Hoffmeister, 
Chief Commercial Officer at KREATIZE. “You could call this outsourcing, but 
we now have different tools—such as cloud manufacturing—that facilitate this 
 process without the need of setting up a supply chain.”

“Cloud manufacturing alleviates the need 
of setting up a supply chain.
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Prioritizing Core Competencies
With cloud manufacturing, hardware companies have remote access to vast 
manu facturing services and capacities through a software interface. Building up 
an inhouse or outsourced system isn’t necessary because cloud manufacturing is 
a plug-and-play solution. Readying a design for cloud manufacturing involves the 
straight-forward task of uploading a part’s design renderings to the cloud, con-
figuring it, and clicking to order. This makes the entire process simpler and less 
resource intensive.

“Next generation hardware companies will be able to focus on their core compe-
tencies and not worry about manufacturing and supply chain development,” con-
firms Zod B. Mehr, Chief Supply Chain Officer at KREATIZE, and a former Apple 
and Dell executive. 
“Let’s say you have a drone company that wants to take a payload to underserved 
areas. With cloud manufacturing, they’ll be able to focus on the design and proto-
typing of their drone. They’re not going to focus on who’s going to build the pro-
peller or other parts. They’re going to design the propeller and have someone 
else build it.” 

Without the burden of machines, companies are free to experiment and innovate 
their products. No longer married to materials and processes resulting from previ-
ous capital investments, the priority will be the product and easy access to man-
ufacturing services. 

Having manufactured their first three generations of non-medical exoskeletons in 
aluminium, systems solution company German Bionic, have now switched entirely 
to carbon fibre. Stefan Voswinkle, Head of Production, explains how the  company 
used cloud manufacturing to procure the new components. “Had we built up a 
machine park in aluminium,” he says, “we probably could not have taken the step 
toward a better and new material without a lot of hassle. And if we had to ware-
house the previous generation components, it would have been difficult to take 
the risks going ahead.”

More informations: https://kreatize.com/blog/customer/may-we-introduce-our-customer-german-bionic-technology-leader-for-exoskeletons
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Equalising the Chance to Succeed
Accessing quality manufacturing services through the cloud levels the playing 
field by lowering the financial barriers to entry, and in turn gives hardware busi-
nesses more control, allowing their ingenuity and product development effort to 
become the more important ingredient for their sustainable prosperity.  

“Cloud manufacturing is democratizing access,” says Simon Tuechelmann of 
KREATIZE. “As a result, it doesn’t matter how big or small a company is, it will have 
access to top notch quality services through the cloud. This allows the next gen-
eration hardware companies to focus exclusively on engineering, design and mar-
keting of their products.” 

Until now, only companies with big bulk orders have had access to the very best 
manufacturing services. 

“It’s a polarizing hypothesis, but I believe in the future no hardware company 
will be able to differentiate themselves via their supply chain or manufacturing 
 capabilities,” says Tuechelmann. “The disadvantages of being small with a limit-
ed supply network is going to disappear thanks to cloud manufacturing.”

In such a scenario hardware could very well enter a renaissance. As next gener-
ation hardware companies accelerate the speed of developing new and improved 
products, manufacturing costs will likely also decline. The combination of time 
and cost savings set up the perfect conditions for more meaningful—and special-
ized—investment in product development.  

“Specialization means better products for less costs,” explains Tuechelmann. “In 
the past, hardware companies were obsessed about knowing everything about 
manufacturing. The future for hardware companies is not like that at all.” 

We are in the very early stages of cloud manufacturing. Still, its profound  effects 
are already being felt across the hardware industry. As the number of platforms 
offering cutting-edge cloud manufacturing services to both large and small 
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 hardware companies continue to grow, more and more hardware companies will 
make use of cloud manufacturing to develop new products more quickly and at 
a lower price.

Cloud Manufacturing disrupts the way engineers build products to create a 
new paradigm. It substantially increases access to industrial services, develop-
ment processes, as well as production capabilities for hardware businesses. 

Bringing automation and digitization to the shop floor level, cloud manufactur-
ing amplifies the use and benefits of all new technologies. With easy access to 
new manufacturing processes at a click of a button companies can now use inno-
vative manufacturing services, e.g., 3D printing, and are no longer limited to their 
customary suppliers.  

Cloud manufacturing incentivizes the resource-sharing and digitalization that 
manufacturers need. Since its inception around a decade ago, the benefits of 
cloud manufacturing have been extensively explored and early adopters are 
starting to emerge. This is certainly true with hardware, e.g., machine tool manu-
facturers, looking to build their products. “This can be easily provisioned in the 
cloud as a resource for sharing and is a key component for the success of cloud 
manufacturing,” according to the University of Auckland professor, Xu Xun, who 
was named among the 20 most influential professors in smart manufacturing by 
the Society of Manufacturing Engineers in 2020. “Cloud manufacturing platforms 
can identify, offer and audit a wide network of services from top-tier suppliers 
around the globe,” he adds, “leaving the client to focus on product development 
not unnecessary capital expenditure.”
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The Cloud Manufacturing 
Environment:  
Its 4 Key Elements

_ As more businesses adopt cloud manufacturing, a new environment is 
emerging to create an entirely new hardware life cycle. Formed by four essential 
elements, they are:
agility, elasticity, seamless global scaling, and cost savings. This constellation 
will come to define next generation hardware businesses. As Daniel Stock from 
Fraunhofer IPA observes, “Now, cloud manufacturing is about creating added 
value for the entire ecosystem around manufacturing processes.” 

Here’s a closer look at the 4 key elements: 

 

1. Agility
With cloud manufacturing it only takes minutes for hardware businesses to pro-
duce a prototype with services and technologies that permit it to build on an 
as-needed basis, with just a few clicks. As a result, hardware businesses can 
enjoy easy access to a wide variety of manufacturing capacities and services.  

Agility Elasticity Global Scaling Cost Savings

More informations: https://kreatize.com/blog/cloudmanufacturing/4th-industrial-revolution-cloud-manufacturing
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A buffet of options provides businesses with space to try different materials and 
processes to improve their products as well as production processes. 
Cloud manufacturing liberates hardware businesses, as they are no longer bound 
to a single technology when building products. It offers the ability to  seamlessly 
adjust and use innovative technologies. Hardware businesses are no longer 
shackled to specific technologies due a lack of access or expensive investments 
in their own machines. Businesses are also provided with more possibilities to 
introduce design for manufacturability (DfMA) practices at the earlier stages of 
their product’s life cycle.  
This increased agility, in turn, permits hardware businesses to launch their 
products to market quicker than ever before.   

2. Elasticity 
Cloud manufacturing allows hardware businesses to avoid the necessity for re-
source over-stock to meet any future uptick in demands. Rather they can stock 
at the optimal level required to operate while maintaining access to all the man-
ufacturing resources they need with the cloud. Resources can also be easily 
 adjusted according to business requirements.

3. Global Scaling
Cloud manufacturing enables hardware businesses to easily scale their pro-
duction and grow their business globally in just minutes. Adding a new assem-
bly facility no longer requires building a new manufacturing plant or developing 
a supplier network from scratch. Cloud manufacturing provides access to global 
manufacturing services with just a click. Experimenting with software, materials 
and services means immediate access to a global network of quality manufactur-
ing plants on a pay-as-you-go basis for exact combinations of elements to meet 
customers’ bespoke demands.
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4. Cost Savings
With cloud manufacturing, the high up-front costs associated with quality 
manu facturing and machinery are removed. By plugging into a cloud manufac-
turing network, the playing field is levelled for new entrants and small  players 
to reap the benefits of increased production levels. This puts an end to the 
 economy-of-scale advantages traditionally held by big companies. 

Before cloud manufacturing, only high-volume hardware companies had access 
to the best manufacturing services. Now, through cloud manufacturing, hardware 
companies of all stages, from prototype and low volume to mass production, have 
the best manufacturing available at the click of a button. 

Cloud manufacturing also lowers the capital investment required to operate hard-
ware businesses. It permits businesses to trade capital expenses (such as real 
estate and machines) for variable expenses, creating the option of paying only for 
the manufacturing services used. Variable expenses are also significantly lower 
because businesses are not required to build their own machine capacities.

““Now, cloud manufacturing is about creating 
added value for the entire ecosystem around 

manufacturing processes.”
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The Cloud Manufacturing  
Environment: Its Transformative 
Consequences

_ From the emerging new environment created by cloud manufacturing, we 
observe logical—and beneficial—consequences for manufacturers of all sizes 
and across industries.

7.1. Say Goodbye to the RFQ 
Among them is the slaying of the request for quote (RFQ) process. Previously, 
customers requiring manufacturing services would need to engage in a request 
for quote process with each individual supplier and negotiate the terms of each 
offer. The cloud delivers full pricing transparency from a single portal. One exam-
ple of this is the ‘hourly model.’ Using a cloud platform, AI-based software anal-
yses your manufacturing services request and identifies your optimal manufac-
turing solution by collating data from a huge suite of service providers. An hourly 
rate for the services required is then negotiated based on expected future de-
mand, process type, and complexity. Cloud manufacturing uses data-driven 
 decisions and resource management to radically improve the delivery of parts 
and components.

7.2. Product Design Improvement
Cloud Manufacturing fundamentally transforms product design processes by 
making direct feedback immediately available to hardware companies. 
The Cloud-based design and manufacturing principle, known as CBDM, is a 
 rapidly growing service-oriented network product development model in which 
service consumers can configure products or services using “as-a-service” 
 sectors, including Infrastructure-as-a-Service, Platform-as-a-Service, Hardware-
as-a-Service, and Software-as-a-Service. 

More informations: https://www.wevolver.com/article/the-cloud-is-disrupting-manufacturing-and-its-only-just-the-beginning
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For example, General Electric (GE) and the Massachusetts Institute of  Technology 
(MIT) are jointly developing a platform to support the ongoing adaptive  vehicle 
portfolio for the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). This 
crowdsourcing platform will allow a global community of designers to contribute 
to design and rapidly manufacture complex industrial systems such as aviation 
systems and medical devices by connecting data, design tools, and simulations 
in a distributed and collaborative setting. Complex models, simulations, and even 
physical products by way of 3D printing can be shared effortlessly and rendered 
both through collective effort as well as collective computing. Teams can solve 
compute-intensive problems and improve the pace of innovation from anywhere. 

7.3. Improved Security
Manufacturers and product developers manage a significant amount of sensitive 
data every day. This includes the engineering specifications for individual proj-
ects, as well as testing data, warranty records, and device service records—all of 
which may be highly confidential. Leading cloud manufacturing service providers 
provide 256-bit encryption on all files as well as other data protection methods. 

Accelerates Innovation 
Amazon’s CEO, Andy Jassy, correctly predicted the cloud revolution, but manu-
facturing is not going to be left behind. What looked impossible when Jassy made 
the statement in July 2019 is already feasible. Transforming and networking the 
global manufacturing economy by digitizing virtually every facet of modern manu-
facturing processes and operations, cloud manufacturing is driving innovation in 
an industry notorious for being slow to change. Through the sharing of global 
manufacturing resources, cloud manufacturing reduces time-to-market, improves 
quality of service, reduces manufacturing costs, and increases competitiveness. 
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Summary:  
Cloud Manufacturing has a  
Bright Horizon 

_ What began as an academic theory just over 10 years ago is now a reality, 
and the future of manufacturing. Only in its initial adoption phase, cloud manufac-
turing already offers solutions to many of the challenges faced by both small and 
large hardware businesses alike.

Product development will be the key differentiator between businesses in the 
manufacturing space. With the reduction in capital investments, access to quality 
manufacturing capacity will become a commodity, and suppliers will cease to be 
a defensive moat for established hardware players. 

And while hurdles to mass adoption remain, they are, in large part, due to a gen-
eral lack of knowledge on cloud manufacturing and its potential advantages, as 
well as stalled innovation inside hardware companies.

As mass production evolves into mass customization, cloud manufacturing plat-
forms are a zero-asset plug-and-play solution, making them extremely  flexible. 
With the ability to add new processes constantly, cloud manufacturing platforms 
can grow their product range rapidly. As highly automated and digitized service 
providers, they have the potential to become exclusive suppliers.
“Down the road,” says Kreatize’s Tuechelmann, “we can anticipate that cloud 
manufacturing platforms will develop hubs able to anticipate regional demands, 
and shift orders to where there is free capacity.” 

With this paper, we have sought to further illuminate cloud manufacturing’s signif-
icant impact on how hardware company operations will be dramatically different. 
In this new business environment, cloud manufacturing platforms will lead the 
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change. By opening partnerships with outstanding players across domains and 
segments, next generation hardware companies will experience a renaissance in 
manufacturing, making their strategic advantages more valuable to users in both 
competitiveness and sustainability.


